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Abstract: One of the most critical issues in modern cities is transportation management. Issues that
are encountered in this regard, such as traffic congestion, high accidents rates and air pollution etc.,
have pushed the use of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technologies in order to facilitate the
traffic management. Seen in this perspective, this paper brings forward a road traffic management
system based on wireless sensor networks; it introduces the functional and deployment architecture
of the system and focuses on the analysis component that uses a new extension of batches Petri
nets for modeling road traffic flow. A real world implementation of visualization and data analysis
components were carried out.
Keywords: road traffic modelling; petri net; architecture; wireless sensor networks (WSN); traffic
congestion; traffic management; traffic monitoring

1. Introduction
The continous development in highly integrated microelectronics technologies and Information
and Communication technology (ICT) have made the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) concept a reality.
WSNs, that feature high flexibililty, good scalability and reliability, are emerging as one of the most
promising solutions to sense, collect, process and disseminate information from various environmental
phenomena. WSN has been widely utilized in various fields including transportation [1], environmental
monitoring [2], healthcare [3], battlefield monitoring and surveillance [4], inventory tracking [5],
security monitoring [6], civil applications [7,8], and so on. It consists of tiny wireless-capable
sensor devices that are battery powered, sense the surrounding environment and have wireless
communication, data storage, computation and signal processing capabilities. The data collected from
sensor devices is usually sent to a centralized node called sink (or base station) that can act as user
interfaces or gateway with other networks [9].
Nowadays, the concept of modern city has emerged to be complex systems that, on one hand
invest in human and social capital and in deployment of advanced information and communication
technologies, and yet, on the other hand, demand huge quantities of resources and discharge waste
into environment [10]; although cities cover only 2.8% of Earth’s surface area, they consume 75% of its
global resource and produce an equivalent proportion of waste and pollution that leads to a massive
negative impacts [11,12].
The world population has continued to grow rapidly and its concentration in cities keeps rising
at an ever-faster pace. It has been projected that the total population in urban areas will jump from
3.6 billion to 6.3 billion by 2050, which means approximatively 67% of the world population. This mass
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urbanization is bringing with it an inescapable tide of issues such as environment pollution, traffic
congestion, energy consumption and inefficient transport systems.
Strictly linked to transportation, one of the most critical issues in modern cities is transportation
management. Issues such as traffic congestion and high accidents rate affects environment, economies
and human health [13], have pushed the use of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) technologies
in order to facilitate the traffic management or planning to do so in the coming years especially
in developing countries [14].
The use of WSNs in Intelligent Transportation System applications such as traffic monitoring and
traffic light control has been experiencing a rapid growth [15,16].
Traffic road modeling is a crucial element in traffic management [17,18]. It grows unceasingly
clear and has attracted considerable attention of both academic researchers and industry practitioners.
There are various criteria for categorizing traffic flow models, according to the level of detail, whether
they operate in continuous or discrete time (or even event-based), or whether they are deterministic or
stochastic [19–21].
Based on the level of detail provided to describe traffic and also the mathematical formulas, Traffic
flow can be analyzed macroscopically, microscopically or mesoscopically [22,23]:
Macroscopic models deal with traffic at a high aggregate level. For example, the traffic variables
are represented using aggregated characteristics as density, flow rate and velocity.
Microscopic models are based on the explicit consideration of the interactions between individual
vehicles within a traffic stream.
Mesoscopic models or kinetic models: The traffic flow is described at an intermediate level of
detail. The family of mesoscopic models describes the behavior of individuals in aggregate terms
for instance in probability distributions. Thus, traffic is modeled as groups of traffic entities that are
governed by flow laws without taking into consideration interactions between individual vehicles.
Petri nets modelling have been approached to study traffic flow at the macroscopic level and we
have adopted them as a basis to model the road traffic flow [24].
Petri net are suitable to represent urban traffic systems because they allow representation of
states that are distributed, deterministic, concurrent and continuous, and can model shared resources,
synchronous and asynchronous communications etc. Moreover, Petri net is a useful formalism for
optimizing traffic control and management system. Batch Petri net is an extension of Petri nets; it has
been introduced for modelling systems with discrete evolution, continuous evolution and accumulation
phenomena. Batch petri nets are proven to be efficient and accurate representation of systems with
accumulated continuous elements [25,26]. However, they aren’t able to express accurately all rules
and situations in traffic applications such as traffic that has to stop when approaching an intersection
and give way rules. We have proposed in [24] an extension of Batch Petri nets that generalize the
traffic flow modelling, enable the representation of some complex cases and address the issue of
improving energy efficiency in road network monitoring since it involves the minimum number of
sensors to capture traffic flow and simulate its evolution over time. To exploit this modelling for
managing the traffic dynamicity, we have designed a global system based on wireless sensor networks
for achieving energy efficiency during traffic flow monitoring and providing an accurate traffic state
estimate and prediction of the overall network. In this paper, we present an overview of the system
with its functional architecture and a description of the flow in case of a chosen scenario.
This article is an extended and revised version of our earlier conference paper [27].
The main addition with regard to the conference paper consists in presenting an enhanced
architecture of WSN-based traffic management system, and containing additional details about the
developed prototype.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the related works are reviewed.
Our solution, WSN-based traffic management system with its functional architecture and components
are described in Sections 3 and 4 highlights the data analysis component of the proposed WSN
based traffic management including the used model for road traffic flow evolution. Details for the
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deployment architecture as well as prototype of the system analytics and visualization components are
reported in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper along with description of the intended future work.
2. Related Work
In [28], a scheme that uses a multi-hop replay wireless sensor network (WSN) to monitor urban
transport vehicles has been presented and a traffic monitoring system based on WSN that is applicable
to all types of city environment was designed. The nodes are distributed dynamically based on the
traffic flow forecasts and their statistical law of mobility in order to monitor the important roads
that are easily blocked and find out the time changing law of traffic congestion, and then put focus
on monitoring them. The paper proposed the use of gray model in order to forecast the traffic flow.
Gray model is simple and doesn’t require a huge amount of available data like many other methods.
However, one of its disadvantages is that it cannot deal with non-linear structure of data which
decreases its efficiency and competitiveness in forecasting road traffic flow on complex networks.
A wireless sensor network based monitoring system has been proposed in [29] with dynamic
mathematical model for managing road traffic in important intersections of a city. It aims at reducing
congestion by broadcasting the traffic status when it comes to a congested status. Monitoring and
calculating the congestion level on the most important intersections is not always a relieable approach
since too many cars on intersections is only one reason of traffic congestion. Other causes such as
double parking and events that may change traffic dynamics at any place within roads are not taking
into consideration.
Nafi et al. [30] presents a Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) based predictive road traffic
management system (PRTMS). PRTMS is simple and uses a modified linear prediction algorithm
to estimate traffic intensities at different intersections using a vehicle to infrastructure (V2I) scheme.
However, the proposed system architecture, which relies mainly on information received from vehicles
and V2I communications requires a significant power resources.
In [31], A traffic congestion detection system was presented that combines vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V), vehicle to infrastructure and infrastructure-to-infrastructure (I2I) connectivity and big data.
The system aims at decreasing travel time and reducing CO2 emissions by allowing drivers to identify
traffic jam and change accordingly their routes. The proposed system monitors, processes and stores
large amounts of data into a Cassandra table which is one of the open-source distributed NoSQL
databases. Through a series of algorithms, a big data cluster identifies vehicular congestion and
informs drivers so that they can make real time decisions and avoid it. A weakness of this work is
that the system cannot answer queries. For instance, it cannot evaluate the impact of upcoming events
such as road works on traffic flow state.
Iwasaki et al. [32] proposed a method for stop line detection using thermal images taken with
infrared cameras under different weather conditions. According to the first method, the windshield
of a vehicle and its surroundings are used as the target of pattern recognition. The vehicle detection
process involves spatio-temporal image processing by computing standard deviations of pixel values,
vehicle pattern recognition by using Viola-Jones detector [33,34] that considers the windshield and its
surroundings as the target of pattern recognition, and correction procedures for misrecognized vehicles.
Since the vehicle detection accuracy decreases in low temperatures because the temperature of
the windshield is usually similar to that of the windshield exterior, Iwasaki et al. proposed a second
method, to deal with this limitation, that detects vehicles based on tire thermal energy reflection area
on the road surface. The method is based on the idea that the temperature difference between the tires
and the road surface is considerably high in cold weather. By combining both methods, the overall
vehicle detection accuracy was highly maintained under various environmental conditions and an
automatic traffic flow monitoring was achieved by computing the number of vehicles in the target
area and the degree of movement of each vehicle.
Another approach proposed in [35] uses vehicles as mobile sensors for sensing the urban traffic
and send the reports to a traffic-monitoring center (TMC) for traffic estimation. The so-called probe
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vehicles (PVs), i.e., taxis and buses that are equipped with the necessary devices to transmit traffic
conditions to the TMC at regular time intervals, and floating cars (FCs), such as patrol cars for
surveillance, report periodically their speed and location to traffic-monitoring center.
Since PVs cannot cover all roads in most of the time, a Matrix Completion (MC) has been
proposed to reconstruct data in empty rows in the collected probe data. In order to facilitate MC based
estimation and improve its performance, Du et al. proposed a floating car control algorithms. However,
the proposed approach doesn’t take into account different sources of traffic data and correlation of
road sections.
Based on the previous studies and literature reviews, the challenge of designing a monitoring
energy-efficiency system while ensuring the accuracy of traffic flow estimation and prediction
remains open.
The system we propose aims at enabling energy-efficient management and providing accurate
estimation and prediction of road traffic by:
•
•
•

Modelling the traffic in order to predict its evolution in accordance with deploying of the minimum
number of sensors.
Estimating vehicles dispatched in a road intersection using statistical models
Taking into account events for predicting traffic status

3. WSN-Based Traffic Management System (WTMS)
In this section we present functional architecture of our management system. The system takes
advantage of WSNs technology, traffic modelling and data learning approaches for dealing with
traffic-related challenges and leading to more efficient and safer travels. Before turning to this
discussion we introduce an overview of the system.
3.1. Overview of the WTMS
The proposed road traffic management system aims to monitor the road network and proactively
provide information about traffic flow. It takes input from various sources, mainly road sensors,
and internet to ingest weather and events information such as national celebrations, sportive events
(soccer games etc.). Data afforded from vehicles, especially neighboring traffic flow and average speed,
can be included in the system’s input in order to refine better the output and the final model, and then
model the road network and the traffic flow dynamics spatially as well as temporally, and yield to an
overall traffic flow of road network.
This allows the cars, buses, taxis to respond to the city’s needs on the fly.
Raw data always goes through at least one filter before being delivered to models and estimation
algorithms. The output of these models is used in various applications such as adaptive traffic
signal control and dynamic route guidance and is sent to third parties for consumption or analysis.
Consequently, reliable information can be shareable with the public over internet. For instance,
the road users can be informed of the traffic congestion and real time traffic situations through
mobile applications.
In the following section we briefly describe the WTMS through its components.
3.2. WTMS Architecture
Our WSN-based Traffic Management System is composed of several components which are:
Data Acquisition, Data Preprocessing, Data analysis, Visualization and Reports, System Settings and
Administration, Traffic data repositories and finally Applications. All these components use Data
Communication component. Figure 1 illustrates the functional architecture of the system. In the next,
we describe each component.
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Figure 1. Traffic management system (WTMS) architecture.

3.2.1. Acquisition Component
Data acquisition consists of gathering the raw data and passing it to data preprocessing component.
The data can be acquired in different formats and it draws from heterogeneous sources. This component
has to ingest all needed information that will be sent to the other components in a unified format. Data
acquisition contains two subcomponents:
Real-time raw data feeds
Real time data feeds are collected through sensors. This data includes traffic volume, average
speed, roadway conditions. This part of system has to deal with two approaches of data acquisition:
•
•

Pull-based approach: it allows users to selectively acquire and query the data at preferred point
in time, within a specific time interval or within a user-defined frequency acquisition.
Push-based approach: In this approach, data acquisition is executed in regular periods. Data are
disseminated proactively through sensors, i.e., the sensors can decide when to send data to a
centre node such as a sink.

Adding to roadside sensors, other sources of data can be taken into consideration such as vehicles,
especially regarding the movement count estimates, and traffic.
Data unification
Data unification means the integration of data culled from raw sensor data and a variety of other
structured of unstructred sources such as scheduled events, weather information, road works etc. and
the representation of this heterogeneous data in the same unified format.
3.2.2. Data Preprocessing
This component is responsible for the preparation of raw data for further utilisation and providing
the cleaned data; the collected data must undergo a preprocessing step where it must be checked,
filtered and completed in order to avoid as much noise as possible and being usable by models. Data
preprocessing includes:
Data filtering and refining
Data in real-world contain redundant information. Data filtering and refining is the process of
cleaning data by filtering duplications, data that contradicts itself and noise and ensuring data integrity.
This is essential for obtaining consistent modeling results.
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Data imputation and validation
Due to sensors malfunction, measurements can be erroneous, missed or corrupted. Therefore,
some preliminary tasks need to be performed for effeciently analyzing the data such as data imputation
and data validation. In this step, imputing missing values and examining data quality and reliability
are performed.
3.2.3. Data Analysis
Data analysis aims at turning recieved data into information that guides effective decision making
through estimating the current traffic state and traffic flow dynamics evolution over time and space.
To this end, Data analysis has two aspects: offline machine learning for knowledge discovery and
runtime compenents for applying the knowledge during the execution.
Offline machine learning includes:
Models training
This component carries out the necessary machine learning tools to train models based on new data.
Models
It consists of mathematical equations and parameters that are trained and calibrated, but are
improved using additional knowledge.
The runtime part is composed of road traffic state estimation and road traffic state prediction:
Road traffic state estimation
It is the most mandatory component of the system since it transforms multisource traffic data
into useful traffic information and provides the basis for additional application and practices. In this
subcomponent, we use the generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net formalism to model the road
traffic for each segment in one hand. In another hand, the necessary models, when needed, are
deployed and executed.
Road traffic state prediction
Given historical information, or driving correlation and dependencies among the road network,
this module is performing short and long-term predictions using models that were built offline. We aim
at predicting traffic flow from few minutes to several hours ahead.
3.2.4. Visualization and Reports
The output of models can be used for further analysis. Converting models results into well-formed
forms for analysis, visualization or end-user information is a real benefit from data analysis component.
This can simply enhance decision making. In addition, analyzed data and reports can help traffic planner
to make well-informed decisions and interact fast to different traffic situations and evaluate or design
transportation facilities. Or on another side, it can enhance the individual traffic participants’ navigation.
Visualization applications refer to a web-based tool that provides a holistic view of the overall
road network while displaying the emergency events as well such as congestion. Reporting and Query
refers to tools that offers traffic reports for advising travelers and traffic managers and planners and
allows users to interactively query up-to-date information. Management UI is a set of user interfaces
for that enables traffic planners and managers to set up traffic and roads parameters such as road
length, maximum velocity and traffic signal cycle lengths and to enhance their interventions through
broadcasting notifications and alerts to travelers.
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3.2.5. System Settings and Administration
System settings and administration component handles prepares the sensor infrastructure, it allows
configuration of sensor data, that are needed for applications, and intervals. It allows displaying and
modifying all configurations. This includes security policies, user roles and database administration.
3.2.6. Traffic Data Repositories
It supports the storing of raw traffic data and archiving of historical data for use as needed.
The stored data concerns the data aggregated from sensors, the necessary data structure for modelling the
traffic flow, the historical data to train the machine learning or statistical models to achieve prediction, etc.
3.2.7. Communication and Data Exchange
This allows the network to communicate the traffic information and exchange data between its
various components.
In the next section we will focus on the data analysis component and more precisely on generalized
nondeterministic batch Petri net model that we adopt for this system.
4. Road Traffic State Estimation
Road traffic flow is a very complex phenomenon. To approach its dynamic evolution we proposed
the generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net [24] since it deals with both continuous and discrete
states that characterize traffic flow and allows modeling its behavior along roads for complex cases.
4.1. Background on Triangular Batches Petri Net
In this section, we introduce Petri nets concepts and the theoretical background of our extension
of batches Petri nets model.
4.1.1. Petri Nets
In his PhD Thesis, Carl Adam Petri introduced Petri nets in order to represent the global state of
a system as composed of a set of local states [36]. Petri nets are both a graphical and mathematical
tool for design, modeling and formal analysis of various discrete event systems [37]. Being a graphical
tool, it allows to easily represent the different interactions in a complex system such as concurrency,
parallelism, synchronization, non-determinism, communication, alternatives and so on by means of
only few elements types. Being a mathematical tool, it allows to fomally model these interactions and
analyze the properties of the modeled system [38].
A Petri net can be defined as a directed graph that consists of two types of nodes interpreted as
places and transitions where an arc can only connect two nodes of different types [39]. Places are drawn
as round shapes (circles or eclipses) to model different states of a system. Transitions are depicted as
rectangular shapes (rectangles or bars) to represent events or activities that can cause the change of
a system state. An arc connects a place to a transition or vice versa, it models the flow of processes
through the system and the abstract relationship between a place and a transition. The dynamic
behavior of a system is introduced by means of tokens into places where every place holds either zero
or more tokens that are graphically appear as solid dots in places. At any given time, the distribution
of tokens among the places, termed Petri net marking, determines the current state of the modeled
system. A marked Petri net consequently is used to study dynamic behavior of the modeled system.
Formally, a Petri net is quadruplet N = ( P, T, Pre, Post) where:
–
–

P and T are, respectively, disjoint non-empty finite sets of places and transitions;
Pre: P × T → N is the backward incidence matrix, Post: T × P → N is the forward
incidence matrix.
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Over the years, several extensions of the original Petri net model have been developed, we
mention in the following paragraph some of them in order to better understand the proposed model
in this paper.
4.1.2. Generalized Batch Petri Nets
Hybrid Petri nets (HPN) contain two parts: a discrete part and a continuous part since they
include discrete and continuous places and transitions. For instance, in traffic system, traffic lights are
modeled as discrete places and transitions and road sections can be modeled by continuous places as
can be illustrated in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows an example of signalized street with its HPN model where PC = ( p1, p2) is the
set of continuous places representing the two sections of the road, P D = ( p4, p5) is the set of discrete
places that models the signal system switching between red and green. T C = (t1, t2, t3) is the set of
continuous transitions model the limit between two sections and T D = (t4, t5) is the set of the discrete
transitions which represent the delay associated with every section for switching between green and
red lights.

Figure 2. Signalized road and the HPN model.

Batches Petri nets are a modeling tool for systems with accumulation. The new with this extension
of HPN is the introduction of batch concept; a batch ( β r ) is a group of entities whose movement
through a transfer zone (i.e., a portion of road), and is characterized by continuous variables, namely
the length, the density, and the head position. Thus, batch places represent the delays on continuous
flow and batch transitions behave like continuous transitions are associated with a maximum flow.
4.1.3. The Triangular Batches Petri Net
In the following, some of the main definitions of triangular batches Petri nets are presented.
Definition 1. The triangular batches Petri net can be defined by the following elements:
A triangular batch Petri net is 6 − tuplet N = ( P, T, Pre, Post, γ, Time) where
P is a non-empty finite set of places partitioned into discrete ( P D ), continuous ( PC ) and batch places ( P B ):
P = PC ∪ P D ∪ P B ; Continuous places are used to model variables real values; While discrete places are used in
modelling variables with integer values; Batch Places are used to model transfer zones whose elements move at
the same speed.
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T is a non-empty finite set of transitions partitioned into discrete ( T D ), continuous ( T C ) and batch
transitions ( T B ).
Pre, respectively Post: ( P D × T → N ) ∪ (( PC ∪ P B ) × T → R ≥ 0) are defining the weight of arcs
directed from places to transitions and the weight of arcs directed from transitions to places.
γ : P B → <4 ≥ 0 is the batch place function. It associates with each batch place pi ∈ P B the 4 − uplet
of continuous characteristics g( pi ) = (Vi , dimax , Si , Φmax ) that represents, respectively, a speed, a maximum
density, a length and a maximum flow.
Time: it represents the firing delay in case of discrete transitions and the maximal firing flow in case of
continuous or batches transitions.
For analysis of Petri net, two notions are needed: Preset and Postset since they are crucial in
modelling, respectively, pre-conditions and post-conditions of a system changes.
Definition 2 (Preset and Postset). Let m =| P | and n =| T | be the number of places and transitions in a
TrBPN, respectively. The preset of a place p (resp. of a transition t) is defined as · p = {t ∈ T | Post( p, t) > 0}
(resp. ·t = { p ∈ P | Pre( p, t) > 0}) and the postset is defined as · p = {t ∈ T | Pre( p, t) > 0} (resp.
·t = { p ∈ P | Post( p, t) > 0}).
Batches are moving at different speeds. For controlling this, the concept of controllable batch is
introduced.
Definition 3 (Controllable batch). Additionally to the three basic characteristics of a batch, a controllable
batch (Cβ r ) is characterized also by the speed. Cβ r (τ ) = (lr (τ ), dr (τ ), xr (τ ), vr (τ )) ∈ <+ × <+ × <+ × <+ .
An instantaneous batch flow of (Cβ r )(τ ) is given by: φr (τ ) = vr (τ ) · dr (τ ).
The marking of the batch place is a series of batches ordered by their head positions.
The moving of batches and their evolution depend on the state of batch places and are governed
by various functions, namely: Creation, Destruction, Merging and splitting.
Definition 4 (Dynamics of controllable batches). For every batch place, four continuous dynamic
functions can change the values of its batches and then change its marking.
Creation: A controllable batch Cβ r (τ ) = (0, dr (τ ), 0, vr (τ )), is created inside a batch place pi and added
to its marking if its input flow is not null i.e., With
dr ( τ ) =

φiin (τ )
vi ( τ )

Destruction: A controllable batch is destroyed, if its length is null i.e., lr (τ ) = 0 and it is not a created
batch i.e., xr (τ ) 6= 0, such that Cβ r (τ ) = 0 and removed from the marking.
Merging: A controllable batch is obtained from the fusion of two batched, if they are in contact with the same
density and the same speed. Consider the two controllable batches: (Cβ r )(τ ) = (lr (τ ), dr (τ ), xr (τ ), vr (τ ))
and Cβ h (τ ) = (lh (τ ), dh (τ ), xh (τ ), vh (τ )) with xr (τ ) = xh (τ ) + lr (τ ), vr (τ ) = vh (τ ) and dr (τ ) = dh (τ ),
(Cβ r )(τ ) becomes (Cβ r )(τ ) = (lr (τ ) + lr (τ ), dr (τ ), xr (τ ), vr (τ )) and Cβ h (τ )is destroyed Cβ h = 0.
Splitting: A controllable can be split into two batches in contact with same density and the same speed.
The aforementioned models aren’t able to express accurately some rules and situations in
traffic applications such as priority roads, traffic that has to stop when approaching an intersection.
For example, the traffic behavior can change significantly due to the type of intersections whether
they are right-of-way or roundabout, the presence of road signs or not. Therefore, taking into
consideration non deterministic time based traffic dynamics will lead to improve modelling accuracy
and generalization.
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4.2. Our Extension: Generalized Nondeterministic Batch Petri Net
The batch Petri net that will be presented in this section is based mainly on the same principles
as triangular batch Petri net such as triangular fundamental diagram, generalizes the traffic flow
modelling and tackles other cases of road networks. We extend the existing formalization to support,
on one hand, dependencies between traffic flow dynamics and external conditions, and on the other
hand, events that change dynamics at any place within roads.
To illustrate this, consider the following example:
Example 1. At T-intersection, the batch coming from section S2 and aiming to turn left, it must give way to
the oncoming batch from section S1 . Figure 3 illustrates this giving way case.

Figure 3. T-intersection with give way rule, as depicted in the example.

By considering the above example and other such situations, the traffic behavior or the batch
is not only depending on simple delay times or flow rules but can also depend on more complex
uncontrollable events that may even change completely the batch characteristics. In the triangular
batches Petri net modeling, these cases and others are not modeled precisely or are not considered;
For instance, in the example mentioned above, the batch (coming from S2 ) doesn’t have necessary the
same behavior since the batch can be divided according to the other traffic behaviors (batch coming
from S1 ); the condition that has to be filled is neither delay time nor flow rule, the traffic has to stop
and wait for the way to be clear.
The proposed generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net (GNBPN) seeks to complete Petri net
formalism by adding new non-deterministic time based transitions which we call untimed transition
in order to formally represent changes that depend on external conditions (i.e., vehicles move at
intersections only when the road ahead is empty). This allows us to include uncontrollable events
which cannot be fixed in time. Moreover, we enrich the model to take into consideration relationships
to previous observed changes at a given station and/or to neighboring roads at the same time; for
instance, at fork, splitting a traffic flow into more accurate proportions can depend on temporal and
spatial information (presence of an event, roadworks, etc.). The benefit of the added statistical feature
is to enhance the firing rule of batch transitions.
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Generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net (GNBPN) is defined formally as follows [24]:
( P, T, Pre, Post, C, f , Prio, E) Where:
1.
2.
3.

4.

P, Pre and Post are respectively the set of places, the pre-incidence and the
post-incidence matrices;
T is a finite set of transitions that are partitioned into the three set of timed ( T t ), untimed ( T u )
and batch ( T B ) transitions T = T t ∪ T u ∪ T B ;
C is the “characteristic function”. It associates with every batch place three continuous
characteristics (Vi , dimax , Si , Ns ) that represent respectively speed, maximum density, and length
and the total number of segments of the batch place;
f : is an application that associates a non-negative number to every transition:
•
•

5.

if t j ∈ T t , then f (t j ) = d j denotes the firing delay associated with the timed transition
expressed in time unit;
if t j ∈ T B , then f (t j ) = Φ j denotes the maximal firing flow associated with the batch
transition expressed in entities/time unit and estimated by statistical models in case of
multiple outputs;
We use the symbol f to refer to firing rules of transitions which can depend on both delay
times and flow rules.

Prio is the priority of a transition according to the output flow of a place, ∀t j ∈ T u . This priority’s
feature is added to support non-deterministic time based transitions.

For better understanding of the concept of GNBPN model, we illustrate the primitives of the
proposal petri net using the example of T-intersection where the batch, coming from section S2 and
aiming to turn left, must give way to the oncoming batch from section S1 (Figure 3). The Sections S1
and S2 are represented respectively, by batch places p1 , p2 . The intersection is modelled by the batch
place p21 . While the maximum inputs flow of S1 and S2 are modelled by the batch transitions t1 and t2 .
The give way rule within intersection is modelled by the untimed transition t23 representing that
vehicles at section S2 have to wait until the traffic ahead clears the intersection. Maximum flows Φ13 , Φ21
and Φ3 of batch transitions t13 , t21 and t3 represent, respectively, the maximum output flow of Sections
S1 and S2 and the maximum input flow of section S3 . The associated model is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Generalized nondeterministic batch Petri net representation of traffic flow of the use case.
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5. Implementation
This section presents a deployment architecture that uses wireless sensor network and then
it introduces an implementation of Visualization component and Traffic Modelling and Analytics
component of the WTSM.
5.1. Deployment Architecture of WTMS
All nodes in this network are connected directly to a base station or via a relay node if needed
and share their data. On another hand base stations model the traffic flow based on the received data
and then output the current traffic flow state. Consequently, they send the estimated traffic flow to the
Control manager that evaluates all the received traffic flow estimations and provides an overall traffic
estimation for the network. Such that, if congestion is detected, the Control manager broadcasts an
alarm notification to the authorities in order to take appropriate decision. The system deployment
architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.
The proposed system is mainly made up of the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor nodes: are responsible for detecting traffic flow at points of interest namely the beginning of
roads, and sending the real time measurements to the sensor head;
Relay nodes: are intermediate sensor nodes that are used in case the network is wide and a
multi-hope communication is needed;
Sensor head: The duty of the sensor head is to aggregate the physical traffic parameters that were
captured by sensor nodes like density, velocity and to send the aggregated data to the base station.
Base station: The major purpose of base stations is to model and simulate the received traffic flow
in the corresponding region and provide its dynamic evolution over time.
Control manager: provides more coherent traffic flow of the overall road network, while dealing
with some of the most common critical situations such as congestion.

Figure 5. Major components of the proposed architecture.
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Following is a simple use case representing the WSN based traffic management system and how
it can operate when detecting traffic flow in road network.
The scenario consists of two intersections IS1 and IS2 where two roads cross each other as
depicted in (Figure 6). At least two sensors are positioned preceding every road to detect and transmit
the data that consist mainly of velocity, density and length of the entering vehicles. These data are
collected in the base station so as to model the traffic flow and estimate its evolution within the network.
Suppose at time T0 , different batches of vehicles are detected within roads R1 and R2 (Arrows
blue and red) by a set of sensors that are positioned at the beginning of these roads. Sensor S1 will
transmit information about velocity, length and density to the corresponding base station BS1 , through
the sensor head, where generalized nondeterministic batch Petri modeling will perform and output
the traffic flow evolution at every section of roads i.e., the velocity, the length, the density and the time
when vehicles will be there. The same process will be carried out for sensor 2 and BS2 . Consequently,
a control manager will model the whole network based on the output of every base station.

Figure 6. A simple scenario of the proposed traffic management.

5.2. Prototyping
A prototype has been developed in order to implement the data analysis component and more
precisely the proposed GNBPN model and check its applicability. To this end, we have proposed
a preliminary architecture consisting of the following elements: Web interface, two sensors and a
base station.
The web interface is meant to allow the system administrator to save the characterestics of each
road within the network mainly its maximum speed, maximum density and length.
The sensors are meant to detect a batch of vehicles and determine its average speed and density.
The base station is meant to execute the batch evolution model GNBPN based on the inserted
parameters through the web interface and the detected values received from sensors.
The suggested prototype aims mainly at implementing a simplified version of GNBPN model.
This simplified version is used to study the dynamic evolution of a vehicles batch that is moving in a
certain section of the road, in order to predict whether congestion may occur at the level of the entire
road or not.
To perform the calculations necessary to determine the vehicles batch evolution within a section,
the algorithm takes as inputs:
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db : The density of vehicles batch (veh/km);
xb : The position of vehicles batch;
vb : The speed of vehicles batch (km/h).

The characteristics of the road R:
–
–
–
–

L R : The length of the road (km);
DRmax : The maximum density (veh/km);
VR : The maximum speed (km/h);
Φmax
R : The maximum flow (veh/h).

Once the algorithm is executed, it yields the output vector A which contains four values describing
the evolution of the batch, namely:
•
•
•
•

t: The travel time needed to reach the end of the road;
db : The updated density of vehicles batch;
xb : The updated position of vehicles batch;
vb : The updated speed of vehicles batch.
Figure 7 shows the Arduino IDE with a sample of the simplified sketches loaded.

Figure 7. screen of the Arduino IDE program with a sample sketches loaded of GNBPN model.

The development of the prototype involved the use of two HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors for
detecting the vehicles batch and sending the measurements to the base station, a MAMP Web Server
and an Intel Galileo Gen 2; the intel Galileo Gen 2 development board is used as a base station on the
one hand, and as data aggregation platform on the other hand. This board plays the role of sensor head
since it performs an aggregation operation over sensor measurements such as aggregating vehicles
speed. Also, Intel Galileo Board performs the simplified version of Batches Petri nets algorithm using
the aggregated data and the input parameters, that were given through the web interface, to determine
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whether a congestion will occur or no. Figure 8a shows the used Intel Galileo Gen 2 connected to two
HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. The main elements of the proposed prototype. (a) HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors with Intel
Galileo Gen 2; (b) Web Interface for inserting road parameters.

The current deployed version of the model is totally based on installation on Galileo gen 2 boards.
The software installation process consists of the following steps:
–
–

Setting up the computer for development with the Galileo Gen 2 board by installing arduino
integrated development environment (IDE) software;
Writing and Uploading the code: Once the code is created, it has to be compiled and uploaded to
the Galileo board.

The system contains a web interface as well for inserting the required parameters for the model
such as maximum density, maximum speed and maximum length of a road.
Figure 8b shows the web interface screen. The data inserted is thus sent and stored into a XAMPP
based database server.
In this work, the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors have been chosen to detect vehicles batch and
measure its speed and density. They operate on 5 V and provide 2 to 400 cm or 1” to 10 feet non-contact
measurement function with high accuracy and stable readings (up to 3 mm accuracy).
The HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors consist of a transmitter and a receiver. The transducer transmits
eight 40 kHz pulses of ultrasonic pulses which travel through the air until it meets an object that
these pulses are reflected back by the object. The waves reflected by the objects and received by the
transducer are used to compute the speed and density of vehicles’ batch by Intel Galileo Gen 2.
Intel Galileo Gen 2 Development board is powered by intel Quark System-on-Chip (SoC) ×1000
and operating at speed up to 400 MHz. it runs on an embedded Linux Kernel and it ensures saving
data on the SD card and transmitting them using internet.
The advantage of using Intel Galileo Gen 2 is the ease of writing Arduino’s sketches in order to:
–
–
–
–

Obtain the parameters that have already been stored via the web interface into a database
Interact with sensors for computing cars speed and density
Perform the simplified version of GNBPN model
Transmit the result and save it into XAMPP based database server
Figure 9 represents a workflow diagram for the developed prototype.
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Figure 9. The flow diagram of the developed prototype.

On another hand, based on our GNBPN model and estimation methods, we have developed
color-coded visualizer that is used for viewing different segments of road network and estimating
traffic evolution on (i) the same segments (temporal prediction) and (ii) related segments (spatial
prediction). Different features are taken into consideration such as displaying traffic situations and
computing travel times along possible routes for origin-destination pair etc. The visualizer takes the
knowledge derived from models and turns it into easy and interpretable accessible visualizations that
include near real-time road traffic flow, and road traffic prediction. Interaction with the system can be
ensured through mobile applications or web portal (users) and dashboard (managers).
Figure 10 depicts a sample of the visualizer that we have developed. For instance, Figure 10a
shows the level of congestion of a section that is characterized by flux, density, length and maximum
speed. As for Figure 10b, it is an exploratory example of an event covers a circular geographical area,
as well as the affluence that indicates its impact vis-à-vis the sections concerned.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Illustration of the road network visualizer application. (a) The main characteristics of a road
section; (b) An event occurs in a geographical area.

We have used google map APIs for developing our color-coded visualizer described in the
previous section and we have proceeded with customizing it by adding modules for CRUD operations
on road segments using Java 8 and MySQL.
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6. Conclusions
This paper presents a novel wireless sensor networks based system for road traffic management
while detailing the deployment and the functional architectures.
The paper exhibits an implementation of two elements of the proposed system: Visualization and
data analysis components. We are currently working on various components of the system :
•
•
•

Implementation of the complete algorithm of our traffic state evolution
Estimation of intersection turning movements and its implementation
Using NoSQL database for data storage
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